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Fuel Shortage
Adds To Cruel
• Blows Of Cold

a
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MURRAY POPULATION 10, 100

.ARCTIC COLD HOLDS COUNTY IN GRASP
iBreathitt Attacks
Shortiae Chandler Program

0

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, January 24, 1963

RICHMON'D, Ky. (UN)-Edsvard
T. (Ned) Breathitt, candidate for
the Derrecretie nomination for
governor in the May primary,
Wednesday night attacked former
Gov. A. B. Chaodler's program
for education.
Breathitt. speaking at the MISRison County Courthouse, said:
"Chandler has a plogram ?or
you if you are satisfied with rasi
place for _Kentucky in education."
The Hopkin.sville attorney
charged that Kentucky had the
lowest level of education of ass
date in. the nation at the end
Chandler's second adminidnation
as governor in 1959.
'lily opponent apparently is
satisfied," Breethitt declared. "but
the parents of our children are
not _satisfied. The people of Kentucky are not eatisfied. Industries
are not satisfied and I am not
satisfied "
He said the state must move
ahead In education.
He said that Chandler, speaking over a Lexington racho station bast week, "brazenly invited
every school teacher not satisfied
with the progress of education in
our state to leave Kentucky"
Breathitt said that less than
half of the teachers graduating
from Kentucky colleges remained
but
in the state to teach in 1959, ,_._

Kirksey PTA
Has Meeting
On Tuesday

Tappap Schedule
Following is the work schedule
for Tappan employees today and
tomorrow .

B. A. Purdom
Funeral Held
In Illinois

Cases Tried Before
Judge Miller In
Court This Week

County Suffers As 12 Below
Zero Is Registered Here

A number of cases were tried
in Judge Robert Miller's court
1st Shift - N work
A bitter arctic cold held Cal- i reeling under a -28 degree readthis week. Fsllowing are those
2nd Shift - No work
cases which were completed' or loway County in its grasp for i ing.
3rd Shift - Regular schedule
the second straight dey today i
in which charges were made.
At Lexington, the thermometer
J. D. Kimbro, Breach of Peace. with only a slight moderation recorded a new Bluegrass low of
Q. Knight .,f Murray leThe Karksey Parent - Teachers
R.
Friday
LONDON IFNI - Critical fuel
Little if any
Association met Tuesday night
e-seri las. night from Chicago. Arrested by the sheriff. Finkd -forecast for tonight.
y.T, while
to.claES
12
0:3a
0.ma..m
mated during the ,..iy - -219182 tt 6:3
terday
shortages were reported today all
the four inch snow of yesof
in the auditorium of the school
Illinois where he attended the $50 and costs of $10.50.
schedule
, Louisville had an all-time low of
Regular
..,_
Shift
1st
refrigeralgt1
Europe,
Western
over
Silas Matt Sailer, converting or
Beniemin A. Purdom,
with approximately 80 persons in
at
2nd Shift - Regular schedule funeral of
since Christmas by a cold wave
attendance.
who was born and reared in disiosing of a personal property yeaternay as
scheduled.
Not
Shift
3rd
Other communities checked
was
one
places
which in some
of another without the written out in the afternoon.
Calloway:.
1 with teeth-chattering readings.
MTS. Ken Adorns president, calof the worst in nearly 300 years.
Mr. Knight reported that the consent of the owner. Arrested
Last night the official temper- was -21 at Benton, -.15 at VanceCommunist - held Eastern Euled the meeting to order. The
temperature was 23 below zero by sheriff. 'Made $500 bond , to attire sank to 12 degrees below
burg, -19 at B wling Green, and
program was opened by singing,
rope also had it, difficulties.
&Ad fourteen inches of snow was aranear on January 28.
zero making the heating of homes -18 at Covingten.
gin Snow - smothered Bulgaria pro"My Old Kentucky Home" led
route
Flerell,
Murray
Sohn
L.
ground.
on the
almost impossible in some ceses.
claimed a state of emergency.
The US. Weather Bureau at
by Mrs. Kenton Broach. Bro.
Mr. Purciam was 63 at the time two. Trooper Stephenson. Driving Heaters ran wide open last night
Louisville said that normally the
Marlin Moyer, pastor of the
East Germany closed non-emenrevoked
amended
when
while
license
Thursday
of his death last
without ceasing and many report
temperatures rise in the Ohio
Ual factories and drafted emLocust Grove "-Nazarene Church,
he succumbed from a heart at- to breach of peace. Fined $50.00 that the warm air still failed _to,
ediately after a
plOyes for emergency service as ,
s 1 Valley area
gave the devotion. He chose his
tisk. He was the vice-president arel costs of $15.50.
hold eft the paralyzing' cold..
snowfall. but Wednesday proved
miners, truck drivers and power
scripture reading from the 19th
S. C. 13eden. issuing and utterThe Ledger and Times wishes of the Subunban Music Stores,
supplies
Ample
fuel
aided to a classic exception.
chapter of St. Matthew and spoke
workers.
to pay a special tribute to the Inc. which had several Stores ing a cold or worthless check.'
•
Neon lights in Diet German
on the "Stewardship of Chil- newspeper carriers of the daily in Illinois. He lived in Lagrange, The Sheriff. Made $1,000 bond a great extent. however homes
The leading edge of an arctic
this
area
are
not
boilt
to within
cities were turned off and strget
dren."
to
appear before the Grand Jury.
h
pressure cell cut through
paper for the job they accomp- 114inois.
stand below zero cold for ex- "'g-- lights were dimmed Gangs of
Charles R. Valentine, speeding.
Kentucky, commencing WednesSunday
a
was
Purcken
Mr.
yesterday.
lished
eveof
the
tended lengths of time.
The guest speaker
young vigilantes prowled the
day, in tandem with a low presSt: Ad teacher and a former Trooper Turner Pined $10.00 and
ning was Dr. Ralph Teseeneer
Record or near recbrd uses of sure area which produced at first
• Streets, ordering householders to
All twenty-three carriers for deacon.
costs of $9.50. .
of the psycholoo• department of the panes showed up in the one
and
natural
gas
wire
electricity
turn off unnecessary lights
Dan Moore Hale. Murray route
rain, then ice and snow.
Survivors included his wife
Murray State College Dr Tea- degree above zero weather, to
marked up as wells-etas heallY
An unofficial reading recorded
. RUITF43 reported temperatures as
Mrs Ehat Purdom; two sons Ben- three. DWI. Trooper Stephenson.
serreer gave a very interesting pick up their papers.
of
uses
other
Niels
used
in
the
low as 24 below zero
this morning at Somerset, s-aee
jamin A. Purdom. Jr.. and Char- Fined $100 and costs f t10.50
discussion
on
mental
health.
The
county.
was
Western natione,where fuel
Bedney Ilisrpe, no operator's
the mercury plummet to -36
subject of his talk was, "Do You! All city routes were delivered les H.; his mother Mrs. Hattie
Graders moved on the main degrees.
short included Austria, Britain,
Purdom; two sisters Mrs. EMI! license. Tile:per Turner Fined
mercury
See
Wtrd
I
See"
though
the
usual
even
as
streets
through
town
yesterday
France. We
Germany, Holland
As the gale-force gusts drove
-f rt5.50 Will
'ter, $10.00 and cost
st and Mrs. Irene
! dropped rapidly in the evening
Feraping the snow from the through Dixie all the way to the
and Switzerland,
He suggested there are three and it was four below zero by- three brothers Leighton of Cello- receive additional $25.00 fine if
street'
piling
it
to
and
one side Mexican border, temperatures fell
Weather forecasters in Britain
license not obtained within two
points to check if a person is the time some of them had Ile- Ws County, Harry and Jerry.
ands trucks mattered cinders on as much as 50 degrees within
said it may be a month before
not satisfied with his own progThe funeral was held on Mon- weeks.
•
more
traction. . hours.
the fried weetber moderates. In
Lewis Todd. Murray route one the hills to give
ress. The three points were listed
-day in the First Baptist Church
cold.
Motorieh moved slowly thrLinden. geography Prof Gordon A id that i'as't- year 'more trawl as a change of need, change in ter
Parts of Mississippi. Alabama,
of Lagrange, Illinois and the driving while license revoked.
Manley said this winter ranked 70 Per cent stayed."
,
attitude, and change of environ-e Hazel and Lynn Grove carriers burial was in the Chapel Hill Trooper Stephenson Fined $5.00 oughout the day in order to avoid Tennessee. Virginia and North
wes merit
accidents. This morning literally Carolina were buried beneath the
among the 10 worst In Britain , He noted that Kentucky -and costs of $16.50.
Follinving these rules wi1l4"Were proinpt in their delivery in Gardens cemetery.
e
. i fl ee in the ratt
:
ir
;,,,on in state college help a person lead a happier and • spite of the biting wind and
mince 14
68
Steve Brent, College. Station, dozens of automobiles failed to most virious snowfall to hit the
_
Ress,eh Reilways canceled many '
speeding. Trooper Turner Fined start ard anyone who--,was aIe South in many years.
advan s 'In
better adjusted life, the speeker snow.
to get the family autetiubile` It was Michigan, however, that
$14.00 and costs suspended.
passenger trains to make we
—
said
III r ret-s_ Ibr‘Mfat
started felt fortunate indeed.
for emergency shipments of eloal
Newspaper carriers are taken •
lebn SelVeker. °dime
bore Pie 4 hevied brunt of the
,
Service rotations were jammed dorm.
Mass Smith's third grade wen for granted sometimes, but yes.
to gLontter and other Patti+ r•f
StahnTr"oe
r Turner Pined $1000
and
with calk for a "hot battery"
the room count with 17 parepts terdey they showed their courage
smathern England. _ _
crete suspended
Man FFS.oze to Death
..
.,
present _After a short bumpy, and devotion to duty by deliverWalter Hargrove, failure to and worked, down the list as . An elderly man in Monroe.
'
Preening fog added to Etrftern'e
mailan Ow meeting was ailipifigstitriV libe--saiir Laster and Times %onto adigitted from hi
tronbins. reekictng vbibiiity MI
der sixteen avers Malckly as Hine and traffic per- Mich., near the Ohio border, was
110 WEER Nesaa y 11:3C1)rEE. of
ed. Ocielee and donuts were serv- do, usual
wine plaices
-to as tittle as 15
age in school.. The Sheriff. mitted
found frozen to Math in hit
The
apTIPP
W1.1SVULE
Mrs. John L. Williams. No.
Frozen water pipes inconven- home Wednesday Re was SUMS
ed in Mrs Hteiltins' eighth grade
▪ Lest
Fined $1000 and costs of $1550,
Ledger and Times newspaper 18th; Mrs. James Barnett, Rt. 6;
of state Sen. Casper S. room with Mus Smith, Mrs. leapienced
many
people..
but
the
A gas alert wee ordered in tile poiniment
prinMozelle Carson, taking merchin a rocking chair in front of
boys are "Attie merchants" In ...Master Clinton David Borders,
Gardner. of Oweneiboro, as
Wed German town of Otterndorf, ((ap)
inns, and the home room mothers
andise the property of Kuhn's cipal idea was to try and day an open window. His death and
that they deliver the paper, enl- 611 Poplar, Benton; Rudolph Gestlegislative chairmen for the came as hostesses.
warrn
Families
with
s
-nall
chilS'ore.
where cooking gas leaking from
with the intent of convertanother in Detroit raised the toll
ist for them, then pay their rin, Rt. 3; Mrs. William !Mir,
paler of firmer Gov. A. B. Chandren and babies had an especial- of deem victims in the Wolvenine
ing to own use Fined
$5 00 and ly
Mk to the circulation manager New Concord; Mrs. Oliver McPlured !Ming killed tiVtiNolleT and firmer LA. Gov. Harry
ru'
cltiffacuh
time
lest
night.
cods of $1850
state le 10.
each week.
atetrisd
fie
slcyi. was announced
TAXES—AT - A - GLANCE
late w
Wecin
leenere Sr.. 1629 Main; Master
Lge
The weatherman has forecast
in/Rotterdam where heavy ice
In Detroit, the mercury plumGary Charles Snsitherman, Rt.
e
low
tonight
of
from zero to meted to 12 below, a record low
had given drinking water a silty
Many of them have savings 5; Mrs. Harold Graves Beaman
BREAKS ARM
-Mack Walters, chairmen of the
live
abeve which will bring for Jan 23 in the Motor City.
tinge. fresh water could be rib
accounts where they deposit' and baby boy, 513 So, 8th; Mrs.
pee- Chandler - Waterfield campaign,
some relief to Calloway coun- It also was the coldest rending
tained only on a doctor's
Mrs Miller McReynolde of
said Gardner umiak! join the staff
WASHINGTON Tr -President money each week, while others Rupert Campbell. Rt. 3, Mrs.
t'
scriptien A dairy was prener'ng
there since Feb. 8. 1934, when
on a full-time basis following Kennedy's tax program at a glan- are payirtg on a bicycle, a radio, Pleasant Anderson. 1310 'Birch, Lynn Greve fell and broke her
'
to "pasteurize" the etty's regular
the temperature dropped
le
or clothing.
Benten; Mrs. Lapis Phiilips. Rt. arm on Saturday night.
the adjournment of the special ce:
below.
ALSIP v.
I.
seen of the, General Assembly.
Akno;
Deductions - Limit itemized
James
Warren
CopeThey are learning early in life
Some gondoliers in Venice had
Nonetheless, the Michigan weaby United Press international
Gardner. 47, former mayor of deductions to those in excess of the value of performing a service land, Gen. Del., Calvert City;
to be rescued from ice 6 inches
ther seamy was not without lie
HI • LO
Owensboro was re-elected to the 5 per cent of the taxpayer's in- in the right way. payment of Mrs. Marvin Howard. Rt, 1; Louis
Howling wirides accompanied by tighter aspect=
thick Farmers elsewhere in Italy
state Serrate in 1961 and is chair- come. This would recapture $2.9 bills, the value of a dollar, and Cleo Slustneyer, 1858 Ryan; Kn.
said crop losses would run into
-In Nankin Township, a De.
NEW YORK IITPE - The lowed blinding flurries of snow and
Guston Eugene Howard and bdby
man of its Committee on MUIlid- bilhon of proposed $11 billion the meaning of responsibility.
sleet, battered the Midwest and te,„it suburb.teneelli line
,weights
the millions of drillers,
boy, Box 804, College Station; temperature reported this morn- southland today in one of the ed down by ire
cut in individual income taxes.
napped and
Spam was lashed try winds et Pantiles
The Ledger and Times salutes Mrs. Grace Moore, at 9th and ing by the US Weather Bureau, most punishing cold waves af the emaroone,de several etkatomen; in
He had been rumored as s
Rates - Cut individual, income
hurricane force, reeching veloci-1
twenty-three carrier boys who Vine; Master Lesley Gayle Hern- excluding Alaska a n d Hawaii, century.
porasible candidate for the Demo- tax sites from present 20-to-91
ties
high as 81 miles an hour.
zero at
Herby's Bar for about two hours.
cratic nomination for lieutenant per cent range to 14 to 65 per deliver more daily papers to more den, 1507 Sycamore. Jerry Arm- was 22 degrees below
The bitter cold was blamed for Police said a "good crowd" waitWalston, ND. The highest Wed!governor. but said his decision cent over three years; cut cor- homes than any other newspap- Strong, Box 4, Sedalia.
deaths,
81
of
them
at
least
91
ed patiently at Herby's until men
nesday was 82 at Vero Beach,
Patients dismissed from
I not So run was based laritely porate rates from present 52 to ers.
Monday
CHURCH FIRE
in the Midweet. Thirty died in from the Detroit &Limn Co. came
• Fla.
10:30 a.m. to Wednesday 9:30 a.m.
on the convalescence of his wife. 47 per cent over two years.
0
----11 in Ohio,. and cut the power lines, rnakins
Indiana. 19 in
C. L. Creuch, 806 Olive, BitGroups - New tax advantages
PADUCAH. Ky.
- Loris who was injured in a 1962 traffic
10 in Michigan, 8 in Wisconsin, it safe for them to leave.
ten; Mrs. Lula Griffin, 500 Olive;
was estimated at about $26,000 accident in which he also was for persons over 85. working
HOUSE WARMING
4 in Tows. 3 in Minnesota and 2
-In Clare, Mich., snow and
Mrs. Lowell Outland, IA. 5; Mrs.
mothers, professional athletes and
'<ley from a fire which destroy- Involved.
In Nebraska.
sub-zero temperatures failed t.
After his appointment Gardner others; tougher treatment for oilAn old rashiar -houses-warm- Ronald Collie anti baby boy. Rt.
ed the Hardenoney Baptist Church
The South counted 2 dead In dishearten Mrs. La Vine Rada-.
said, "It is my. determined par- gaa industry, stock options and ing" for Mr. and Mrts C. C. I. Benton; Mrs. Herbert Key,
in McCracken County.
Alabama and one each in Georgia baugh. the hardy housewife Ai
Nance of Puryear has been post- 180 OW. Main; Mrs. Walter I:DoaPastor lack Brown said serv- pose to operate our state govern- stock dividends.
and Tennessee.
is camping out for eight days t
on a strong, sound, Linen.- 'Outlook - Chances are am- poned uhtil a later date. The k:ins and baby boy, Rt. 1, Alrno;
ices had been held in the churn:
A marrow-numbing cold wave, win a $150 bet. The 47-year ol
ending about 9 pm aft and cial basis. and by the application peas will approve a major tax event had originally been set for Mrs. James Baker and baby girl,
fol./owing hard On the heels of nature lever has been augment:in..
the fire broke out an hour later, of eeon"mac measures be able cut this year, but without some of Sunday. January 27th but was 230 So. 12-th, Mrs. Joe Young,
,Wecineeday's blizeard, knifed into her meat ration of four steakWs. Lennie Lyles, Rt. 1,
producing "refrinwe' postponed due to sickness lit the Fft.
aMSC
of the bl a z e was not to rernove the unjust features of revenue
Kentucky and crumbled all ex- and one pound of bacon by cam.
Renton;
I
the present tax structure."
Kennedy wants.
family.
known.
isting low temperature ise.nds.
_ ..
chins fieh since she entered th
Brown said the church would _
- Residents of Somerset were woods
last Friday.
be - rebuilt.
Attend Drive-In
The cold wave also failed t
dampen the spirits of movie Iv 54 SaUSSELS
SUMS.. TINOS
era in Little Rock. Ark., whe.
COMMON
MI
occupants of 18 cars braved 7
II MARKS! CAN
MI !MUSTS%
degree temperatures to Ft
COP/OOHS HONti
A public hearing scheduled for
TO P•Of KINNITTY
through a double feature at .the
HO a Onisom
CHINESE RIDS
tonight on arnendmente to the
Razorback Twin Drive-In Th ISCOID OUDGST
CAsTIGATID
Murray
Zoning
Ordina
neeIt
a-s
GORMAN
wawa res. imennaelemal
AS CAST
ater.
pAry CONGRESS
been cancelled.
Elsewhere in the normally ternTAKES OUSUE
•
The hearing "ALM be announced
FROM KHRUSIRCHIV
perate South, the mercury fill
for a later &ate.
'
High Yesterday
to below zero today and mu
was felt that due to the
Low Yesterday
-12
expected to drop even lower.'
severe weather many people vItho
7:15 Today
-4
A low of 12 was predicted Zu
planned to attend the heering
.11"
'Melted Snow
tonight in northwest Florida, a
ALCHRIA TOWS -P000
might
not
be
able
to
Accumulation Snow
3 6"
attend': date whose valuable citrus cr n
1011t/SS
TOO vrA
therefore the hearing Was. canPLAN NOOK 10 DAYS
Show level now
2 2"
alreade has been heavily disc II I FOINST A TION.
ON
celled
until
a
inter
date
Kenthcky Lake: 7 am. 353.5 ft.
Or FOOD ONO MONTH
aged by: an earlier winter freest,.
The
amendments
to
the ordinSunset 5:13; sunrise
The cold snap also imperiled
ance clarify certain sections of
citrus groves and vegetables in
the
ordinance
and adds a new Texas' semi-tropical Rio
Western Kentucky - Fair and
Graz-. le
section concerned with Roadways.
gl extremely cold today, high 5 to
Tt.thsciA•4 COveT Gfv,T.S
Valley. It was the third onstaurtrt
Stet
DIATH TO IS IN
12 above. Wetly fair, not quite
of cold weather in 12 days for
yr./HUILA POLICT
PO ASSASSINATE
so sold tonight, low 0 to 5 above.
HuNTINO 5660 000
PRESIDENT 110uvouig•
the fertile valley.
'PICTURES ARE IN
F1001
ART
STOOP+
Friday considerable cloudiness
High winds and 9tOrrny sis
/RANH FM INTO
and continued cold with chance
R100/40 STUORNT
swept across the Gull of Mex
CARACAS
Mats
of sane light anew or snow
Mre- • Edward Steytler repo -1.s and sank the shrimp boat
"
II EittEO0U51110MT
flurries.
that she has a number of pie- The boat's three crewmen w re
AS 'HAUT 11110511
TSHONSI GIVES
PALK°
OVISSHOOTS SAO
UP ON KAT•NGA
lures
taken
for
the
Girl Staines rescued. SECESSION SAY
_ Temperatures at 5 a.m.' EST:
by Jack Dee about two yeare
CONGO t11101,i
Neshvilte. Tenn- reported a
Louisville -11, 1,ex ington -20,
ago Pert.nre who have pictures reading of .10 below Wedneedly
ossers
Bowling Green -16, Covington
h-erWli Trclue*tea'
MTN
"T'
- -18, 'Paducah -8, Huntington, W.
Mrs Steytler and pick up their low (If 15 below may be broken
▪ Va., -14 and Evansville, Ind., -11.
pictures as soon as possible,
I
.
beforelithe cold wave ends.
------_a
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The Mother's March Of Dimes For Polio Begins Tonight and Will Continue For One Week. Be Ready For Them.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
latutannattaaa by ascaatann at nue...ea PuntaLfitillIMG GUlabasianr. Inc.
Lorisaticiauon of the biurray,Ledget, The Cadoway Tunas, and The
csnAsser o, Iva*, ••11.0 Inc nest Rentitcsuan, January
1, 1•42„

mem BUREAUI

News

JAM.Pae C. WILLLabLe, PUBLISHER
C rear- ve toe risnt

to

or rauue °icy£It.uu
(nest ut our readers.

•

reject any Aciveiltaing, Letters tu the Lcutor,
tor Use best m-

by Mrs. R. D. ;Key

aien, us our opilUAXI, are nut

Mr. arid Mrs. Walks Drummond from Pans vusted Suaan
eies i
ett./.
.. itz.ennana iA ta r...J. 11,...u.a..-ICE. Willik.ki taln,, 1SUI. I._
„meat her
siesta.*, .
eus
hilawy_41
,,t1,c114,tou
Jaf.1111.; i:WC at .1.„1e bldg., New Yore
Sy .1. E. Stint
arrangement.
1114.Aver
u•itsit
a
„
lestriausou testa. latiints. Mate
_
were Mrs. Ruth
• usitors
With all the talk about a tax
au..r....ea at ins rest vitice, asurray,Kentuoay,--ter transinimismP ea Hielies, miss Roam* Hooper, Mrscut, likm Bureau has taken the
Jeckald
Matie-r.
Gtynn Orr, Mrs. K. D. Key and
soundest and meat sensible ap•
Jenkine.
Gterge
proach to tins complacated pyre
ittrait.a. by caa-rser in Murray, per %seek :Zug, per
a
was
Brisendine
Estelie
Mrs.
IlltrisLa 0.1C. in
auwa
anti a. Judauq, Cuull„.eo, pa year, •wao, easetamp.
dinner guests of Mrs. Gann Cr
albough official pokey num BuMenciay.
reau rueinibers say. 'We recogidie
"The Otastandusg Civic Asset of a Community is Ilia
Jenkins
George
Mts.
earl
Mr.
the need for a substantsai dOwnIntegra,' of ifs leetesiteiter
and grandson Kenney visited Mrs.
ward adyustment us federal taxes
after'Tuesda)
Vandyke
Dougaaa
to create a better climate for
been
has
noon. Mrs. Vandeke
timeattenac
the
THUktSt/AY - JANUARY 24, 1963
seek several days.
current budget defied
DUI
her
Mrs. Herbert- Orr carried
I mounmountingnautical debt
father Mr. Moat Bogey to Dr.
,maodatory that a eat' in
erl
Mobley Tuesday fur a check up.
expenditures at-company any gena,
George Jeniune visited Mr. Holet* reduction in taxes. We , are
.40
.
Icy in Puryear Nunang Hume alw •
4opposed to tax out proposals
ny uniI r.1.) Iliro,J iNLausAiLU.NAL.
hita Democratic; would further unbaiarace the budGLAD-HANDING..... Edward T. "Ned" El
Tueeday.
WASHINGTON - Rep. Prances P. ktOUIL011, R-Ohio, deTellus Orr was in Paris Toes- aspirant for the governoraihp, visited the Murray State campus get anal eau to our already exfending tne appoustment of live anti-roreign aid Republiday to see Dr. Newman. He has last week. Mr. Breathitt is shown In the Thorough bred Room getting ceesise national date. We recommend, therefore, that the federal
cans to GOP vacancies on Use House Foreign Affairs Corn- not been so well the past few acquainted with some of the MSC students.1
budget tor Inc lineal year beginmittee:
days.
Bug Jul) 1, leba be reduced at
"They are honest, decent men who will work hard to
Bro. and Mrs. Vaden attended
least 10 percent below the current
the funeral of Edd Phifer at Eva.
try atm SOIte any problems we consider."
level in order to permit both a
Tennessee Tuesday.
reduction in the deuce. and
tax
Mrs.
Kuykendall
Mr
eiart
One
COLUMBIA,416.C. - Fiery state Rep. Red Bethea, planvisited Mrs. Iva Paschall WedWhat could seem more realistic
ning a 1..)6-ditch effort to block the acmussion ot Negro
tar"
needay afternoon,
than the tugs that are reduction
Harvey Liantt to ali-wiute Clemson Coiege:
The
Kirksey
Chit
Beta
-met
on
Mrs. Ralph Gellimore visited
January 17th. The meeting was in weenie tie accompanied by a
"I can't let tills chance sup by."
Mrs Warren Sykes and Susan
called
to order by their president, reduction in both spending and the
Wednesday afternoon.
.
I %%Liam R0%. Clayton read the national debts.' A tiatanced budget
WASHINGTON - Sen. John "J. Sparkman, D-Ala., op•
Anne
, ... Wicker a n d Adolphus
devotional and Mire Ann Woods, as batik to sou.nd gervernmenlaAny
posing Repooncan demands for a new Senate probe of the Paschall vaated Clray Cora in
sponsor, led in prayer. The Beta pawn for tax reduction must oe
General Hospital Thursday. He
&Doi uve 19ol• mvasson of Cuba:
Club Creed was read by Shenan based on Lois principle.
"The Bay tYI Pigs 111C1Clent was terible, but I don't be- Is rsot feeling so well.
As evidence of reamers' wiltingMeath, and LaJeamia PaechaR,
Mrs Barden Nance vistaed Mrs.
liev9
iusf user Ins esugation would serve Use -national-inliterebary, read the ancrutes to the fleas to enare in a general apprie
Billy Nanee Thursday afternoon.
ix agates -rut,. Fai m Bureau eelterest."
last meeting.
_ Mr. and kn. Leonard Cook- Ii
poses that the U. S. Departnient
visited Clay Cook in He n ry
The club bought a Beta 1.1nblem of Agriculture's budget be reducMIAMI - Pablo Perez, a former employe of the Cuban County Hospital SlaturclaY•
and a motion was made and sec- ed by $1 billion for faecal s ear
Coltmunic.ations limasti-y, comparing conditions under PreCharlie Olive of Paducah visit- :
onded to buy a frame to put it in. letae64. Such move noted more
1.
Howard
Morris
Saturday.
They
mier Fidel Castro to those under ex-diciator Fulgencio BaThe program chairman, David
i itoctsunt tor aseacteture. proI
silent the day hunung.
tiste:
Bescher, aas ill charge of the pro•nare at Ltie IlU percealt;
Oneida
Duncan is back In!
gram entitled, 'The Duties of tAe budget cut suggested by the or"We don't find dead men 1.4 the streets in the morning,
school after haying measles.
Officers" The membe.rs -,olf she ganization. Items accounting for
as used to be use case under. the -Batista regime, but there
Thylar Holley suffered a heart I
i program committee asked earn' of- the a1,-tyuktion curtaiduent in.spend
:
are secret executions carriea out almost cla.uy."
JAMES
THOMPSON
attack Saturday night and was
beer to explain Ma duties. Mrs. dig could, Mr exauipte, inciaroe:
- —
carried to Henry Count)" Hoe- James Thompson Given
Ann Woods talked to the visiting *WO minion from emergency feed
peal by ambulance. Dr renarts
seventh grade about joining the eram program, Satre manual by reGraduate Assistantship
indicate his condition as serious
Beta Club. She told them the three use-eon al voneat export suotadThose in to see' him Sunday were In Beef Nutrition at UK
goals of the Beta Club which are lea, See)inaluon inert reduced cotLEDGER Sr TIMES FILE
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris. Mr.
character. Leadership, and Ach- Loa export sultaadeeti; anti $IOU tail
senior
2c
;
Thompson.
James
T.
ievement.
I and Mr. Ralph Gallamore. Mr..
Lion by ass teas of the Agnicutturai
. The annual meeting of the Calloway .County Farm and Mrs. Gerald Holley. Mr. and . culture major. Hazel. has
tionservautal erularan. a uesoder au
Refreshments were served and increase cost is. alien antrum ea
Bureau
be held in the Little Auditorium of Murray 'Mrs. Wade Holley, Mr. and Mrs. fh.a•rcied
State College Thursda.y, according to John Lassiter, press- Harold Holley, Mr. and Mrs. Bab .
,I.D
-rth,t,e
°ars.i
gtt)
ud
. -0̀1
at the president adjourned the meet- oper4uon of _ ann Bureau pro.
t k3-•
ing.
Willey, Bernice Ftainey. Louise .
. Det,itj.ess_citatien 83 jedir4r.of
posed Price Suopor! *ad AdjuStdied ii115.mortiing
•Haliey,a /asisek Kay marriang, man Thompsen was geaduatedafrom
ment Program 1Joe .id the
Nets
where
ha
won
many
College
I-Imh
.
and
Br)
and Mrs. Claud .Wliite.
net savings is .-- .roxiniately 'al
_home in Sedalia. Funeral. services
'tee Friday at Sedalia
Reporter
Landon.
Baptist Churkii.
•
liie big qt- • A:in is: How wfil
- Teachers ind lecturers from various 'parts of the Metho- MwirsMthrs‘S'uadRscie.nni3Sa.71-kKeseafu.9:111;leesilerftB1367nclaand 41sP.-7r.ell-Pcm:stabiedhakielrytPagawaefc°rdsnetbe"eHeilenatertPasitalclkyY
adopti, ./f such program affect
WA.
dist Church will come to Maray January • 26th to conduct Mrs. Feckes went to chinet irscoine•! The oest
Farm income .n Kentucky dur- farni__
—
A Christian ikorker's Training Scnool at the
'First Methodist
ing 1961 amounted to $667,632,- minds predict kaile or no immeAd°113hus Pasehall vied R D..—
Key Saturday night
C.:narch.
Doe, placing the state 23rd in diate eh:awn and possible increases
Suzanne and Bobbie Na n c e
the nauon in this category, ac- in the future. At any rate, farna
s
were on the sick list last week.'
cordang to St a t e Agriculture ers are waling to take risks to reCollege High Student
Miss Herron Appointed
Butch Paschall from NashviUe
Gainne.sioner 'Shearson Betruch- turn our country' to a sound Le
To visit US Senate
nancial footing.
is at home with his parents Mr..
amp.
To Liorary Committee
and Mrs Charles Peachall. lB
with the flu.
Don Oliver. Murray allege High. t
Miss Ann Herron. MSC librarian
Jimmie Bomar. Sue and Sarah
as been seiectt-d as one of M haa. been appoteted to the Southath school •t:let
stasleois to Par '
. ea_atern Library Association nom- Parieh visited in the Warren
afternoon.
ate in the firsta Le Seaate
naeng caaunittee for the 1962- Sykes' home Sunday
es
Bre. and Mrs Warren Sykes
:ogre=
t 64 pier:mum.
composed of I wes* dame* gueets of Mr. and
conef
eriae
a
Ihe
Oliver, brother of Rahat Oliver.
Mra. Par.sh Sunday.
Taut. Murray. was saiected aa. one member frmi each of the
.
Mr. and Mrs. John Weiher Sr.
T a test by the State Dei
,
arunent nine states .in the Southeastern M r. and Mrs. Verga Paschal:
Education.
Associanon.
v- tteli Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Paschat Sunday afternoon.
Oliver will visit Washington, D. '
Jerry
next rtrinfh
leer. about naafternoon.
Sunday
inaI poLtios 'first-head. While in app
Tra
In pe
e art
1962
ed Sea
Gen
antO
eralfoil-Ls.e2
tiseiblaY
s •Fletcher Boyd
vigrekl Gary Lynn
Warren Sykes
ashingt.on he will vise theaen•ate • aicural
r ltu
premms
at local' Bro. and Mrs.
iu
Rep. Pall [Anima% D-gia.
visited Tommy Walter Sunday
al senate con-Am:ate hearings. faina thniughout Kentucky.
a fternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Tell Orr and .
sane. Mr ,and Mr's. Ruben Fletcher and son. Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Or and daughter. M
and Mrs. tierce Kuykendall.'Mr.
and Mrs. Junior Kuykenciall and
boy's visited Mr. and Mrs. One •
Kuykenciall Sunday pm.
Freddie Orr is home from
school sick.
-We and Mrs. Carnol Boyd and t
Mr. and Mrs. Enloe Tarte-aeon
visited Mrs. Golden Fries Sunday
afterrkern.
Mr. and Mrs. One Kuykenciall
were in Murray Monday -for a
check up with their Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall
and Mrs. George Jenkins visited
Mr Eli Morris Sunday afterRep. Pat Jeanings, 13-Va.

4 iNews
QuoteeIrom .the

Kirksey Beta Club
Meets January 17

..

rat

22.300-MILE DULL'S-EYE—This new 30-foot antenna developed by Goodyear Aircraft is capable of pinpointing a 28inch satellite 22,300 miles away. It is considered the world's
most accurate transportable tracking antenna and was Inert
tor the Defense Satellite Communications Program.

p,. . ,. . .
r

Ten Years Ago Today

•

•

6th & Poplar

You Can Dry Clean, Too

at its rt_

_age.

91

_ AUTOMATIC LAUNDRIES
13th & Main

•

And Now .. .

LOIN-OPERATED PRESSING!
ATTENDANT WILL DEMONSTRATE
PRESS, DRY CLEANING
. . . Easy As Falling Off A Log!
• Pleated Skirts • Suits • Dresses • Pants
• Table Cloths • Handkerchiefs • Sheets
• Shirts • Skirts
AT OUR 13th & MAIN STORE
"YOU'LL LOVE IT"

•

1111111/MiLard gagowee

Mrs arell Mrs. I... W. •Paechall
trailed Mrs. Martha Paschall
,Sunckiy afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones
visited 'Sayler 4Holley Monday' afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. frerbert Orr are
driving a new Chevy.
Mrs Ovna Orr visited Mrs. Tell
'Orr Monday afternoon.

•

•

CLAMS WE ESCAPED STRANGLER—Mrs. Andrew D. Machlan. 6i, shows the bathrobe sash she claims a man faking a telegram delivery tried to strangle her with in ber
borne La Boston a Back Bay section. She twisted loose, she
surd, and fought him off with • well-placed kick. Police,
attempting to ascertain if the intruder was the "Phantom
Strangler" believed to have murdered nine women in the
Roston area, Said they could .find no evidence to support
Mrs. Maclachlana report

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. IN MURRAY

— EVERT-FOOT-A-iSQUARE-DEAL--•

104 East Maple St.

TtA. '753-3161

•

•

WALK AROUND IT. SEE THE DIFFERENCES.
Start at tho rear of this Fleetside pickup. Grab the
::ilitate and pull hard. No give. Two wedge latches
I:v.:, it tight. Now unfasten them and let down the
---,Se. Jump up and down on it. Does it sag? Notite
the chains are wrapped in rubber so they won't
. iiile or tar paint.
Now look at the lower side panels. Two walla. You
- -gilt dent the inside one but it won't show through.
r floor will never rust. It's elect wood, not m
4,

I

Erwin Will Attend
Workshop in Atlanta
- Mr. Joe T. Erwin, director of
publicity: will attend an alumni
rnaganne editors werkehop Saturday and Sunday in Atlana.
.
workshop is ti pon rred by
the Southeastern Distrret of American Alumm Couatil lactst schools
are Agnes Scout Cellege. Emory
Unieersity and Georgia Tech Te eny-erx colleges and universities will
• re represented.
The tkorkalhoip will be f trineCTIPed
Witik-amowegidag cadoge-alumon maseincs Several persons W ho see
atpents iii printing anti pablesieng
ail advise and direct those atlending.

•

2 NEW

RI,. Res, Baas, D-Tenn.
TWO OF THESE three congressmen are slated to fill
the two vacancies on the
powerful House Ways and
Means Committee. Re p.
Landnim is favored for one.
Rep.. Jennings hassaid that
if appointed, he would hair—
push some modified form of
medicare %brought:am:rate&

Now- please sit in the cab a minute. Comfortable?
It also is double walled and the roof is insulated. let's
start 'er up and look for altashboard road. Chevrolet
coil-spring suspensions fight road shock Fetter than
other types, good for the truck, load and the driver.
There are otLer things. IRut you can sae why this is
a truck that does a job without a lot of pampering. It's
built right. Which is why it's usually worth more at
trade-in. When would:you like us to deliver is? -

`MINDER ENGINES
Nev High Torque 292-cu.-in.
Six -moat powerful truck 6
Chevrolet has ever built(
Standard an Series C60,
optional at extra coat in
lighter models.

if igh Torque'2341-eu -in.
:
Stir is lighter but more powerful than its predecessor. It is
standard in Series Glq•
tluougb C50 models.

ArCia7
Ql.fairrr rirriCA:
COST LESS

Mow` Rcliables" at your Chevrolet dealer'c
'
Test Drive the

kyIIROLE
41B 1(9,t
_ HOLC0,111,,

•
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•

•
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•

_
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•
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Hard-Pressed Memphis Gets 60-58 Decision
Over Determined Murray On Last 9ecutid Shot
Hard-igreesed Memphis Stat e
won a 00-58 decision over be.
ding Murray State on the strength of a last second field goal
here last night.
Memphis' Hunter Beckman fired in a 20 foot shot with two
seconds left in the game to give
the Tigers a two-point edge.
'Murray, left with only one second on the clock. never had an
opportunity to get off a shot
The Racers had led by as much
as eight points in the second half
• ;•ther holding a 34-30 lead at
halftime. Memphis led by as
much as eight points on several
occasions in the first half. ,
Murray jumped to a quick 6-0
lead only to have Memphis hit
a hot streak and roar past to
post a 23-15 advantage with some-

enna dosing a 28e worlu'a
waa built
,gram.

TOO!

nine ininutes until the half-way clock. Suer jenni"__.:is missed both
-s—
ws and Memphis
his free t rce
mark.
With Sim Jennings and Butch held for the game-Winning basHill showing the way, the deter- keit.
Scott Schilower was the top
mined 'Breds came back to knot
the count 28-28 Substitute Butch point producer for the Racers'
Hill notched the tying basket with 19 markers. He was followand Gene Pendleton put Murray ed by Al Varnas with 14 and
Jennings with 13. Kirk led Mem-,
or top at 3:42.
Memphis blew its opportunity phis with 18 points.
Murray now stands 9-6 for
for a last shot before the period
ended and tried to press the the season and Memphis is 12-4
Racers out of a last attempt. It was the 13th straight win over
But the fast -breaking Racers Murray for the Tigers but Murcame through on a beautiful feed ray still holds a slight edge in
by Schlosser to Gene Pendleton the long series.
The Racers will take a midfor the lay-up and a four-point
term breather until February tnd
edge.
A three point play by Schlosser when they journey to Jonesboro,
built the Thoroughbred lead to Arkansas for a return match
eight points. 41-33, early in the with Arkansas State.
Memphis
second hall.
6 1-1 13
George Kirk then piloted the Beckman
5
2 1-1
Tigers to a fast come-back and Garber
7 4-5 18
connected for the lay-up with Kirk
1 5-7
7
546 to go that put Memphis on McMahan
6 1-2 13
top 48-47. The Tigers moved HiUnwn
0
0 0-0
away to post a five-point margin Horton
2 0-0
4
w'th oalv two minutes and 17 Parrish
0 0-0
Snyder
seconds left.
24 12-16 60,
Totals
The determined Racers chartedT1
back on a jumper by Schlosser. Murray
'Magic-Tri League
6 14 13
Al Varnas puked in three points Jennings
Qan. 22. 1963
3 0-0 6.
at the charity stripe with the Naniciu
70 14 last two tosses knotting the score Pendleton
2 0-0
Caldwell Used Cars
62 22 58-all with 1:20 remaining .
Bilbrey's Keglers
7 5-6 19
Schlosser
55} 284
Tidwell Paint
5 4-4 14
Murray had a chance to go Vanua
56} 28} on top with 105 showing on the Hui
1 0-2
Bank of Murray
2
51} 324
Triangle Inn
0 0-0
-Cfoheen
48
al
Tapia)nettes
24 10-18 58
39 33
Tidwell
41 83
Peoples Bank
36 36
Tucker Realty
30 .45
Rowland Refrigeration
Peoples Bank
35 37
KENTUCKY COLLEGE
Murray Beauty Shop . 364 454
35 37
ROTC.
BASKETBALL SCORES
384 464
Lake Stop Grocery
FOLGERS New Cannister Pack
30 42
k) I wiled Pre.. In
38 46 PtlitareY's
Glikdel Reaves
30 42 Memphis State 60 Murray 58
C.W.A. Local
Boone Cleaners
244 594 Jerry's Drive inn
29 43 Transylvania 63 V. Madonna
18 36
Ezell Beauty School
27 46
Purdom's Inc
13 71
Blue Ridge Mtg.
KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL
Bank of Murray
26 46
'High end. Single Game
BASKETBALL SCORES
•
25 47
Taylor Motors (Dodge)
188
Anna Ifuie
b I •I I4441 114rew• 11.1,11.110mA
High Ind. Single Game Scratch
167
Katie 'Ann
Mid State ,Conference Tourney
Bob Wright
246
KRAFT - Quart
181
Nancy Holmes
MadisOn Central 83 Scott Co. 45
James Neale
High arid. The** GallelS41
Clark
Co.
83
Bryan
Station
57
George Hodge
272
470
Anne Buie - •
Hioh /Ind. Three Games Scratch
408
Martha Shoemaker
Bob Wright
054
Judy Parker
,,,,,
467
Tam Brewer
568
High Team (Single Game .
James Neale
572
Codchvell Used Cars
775
High (Ind. Single, Game with He.
Tidwell Paint
750
LARGE FAMILY SIZE
Bob Wright
Ezet1 Beauty School
1446
Allen Rose
25'1
High Team Three Games
0 T Stalls
244
Caldwell Used Oars
2227 High
.Ind. Three Games with He.
Tidwell Paint
2165
14:43 Wrigbt
898
Murray Beauty Shop
• 2152'
Allen Rose
691
,Top Ten Ind. Averages
Delmar Brewer
672
Mildred Hodge
158
Flavor-Kist
High Team Single Gam• with He
Anrra Huie
157
Oathey Contractor
1006
Jadv Parker
156 HighiTeam
Three Games with He.
vt-arlev Wade
155 Cat hey Cara ractor
lb
3086
Murrell/ Welker
152
Fop Ca'd'well
152
Top Ten Ind. Averages
Mirtha Knoth
147 Sob Wright
184
Ishury or Ballard
Katherine Lax
145 .T8111P44 Neale
184
Coady< Merton
144 Paul Ragsdale
1/41
Joy J,ihragon
142 Hatton Garner
• 176
1—
w yve n Holland
t74
$5.500 SMILE—Billy Casper
Kentucky 'Lake League
I1 Red Doherty
174
of Apple Valley, Calif., gives
'Jan. 21, 1963
IRAs McClain
T74
reporters his brightest smile
C'athey Contractor
53 19 Bill Wyatt
171
Rho- Bonnet 1.1h pkg
after waiting out the other
West Side Barber Shop
45 2'7 Dennis Barden
173
learn his 285
contestants
to
All Jersey
45 27 U. L Knight
Reg.
1,2
pr2! c
won him the $5.300 first
Rowland Refrigeration
41 31 1George Hodge
172
Size
the Bing Crosby
prize
in
Martin Oil
40 32 Bobby Joe Wade
172
tournament at Pebble Beach.
• Lindsey's
40 32 Jerry Jones
172

Lean Meaty 'Boston Butt

PORK
ROAST

lb

Breasts
Legs
Thighs
Wi.'.gs
Backs

YERS

.2

Too

NG!

3 lbs.

BACON
I
Pk r.

4

1-lb.
box

•

Wesson Oil 69c

•

PiCKFRS _

box

BISCUITS _ _ 6 C. 49e

Just Keep Dialing...

8 oz.

If you got a, busy signal when dialing 753-6363 for time and temperature the last two days, it was due to an unusual amount of calls by
persons wanting to know how cold it was.
Although we have five direct lines to serve calls dialed to that
magic number, 753-6383. the demand of service the current cold spell
started. has been greater than our facilities could handle.

•

From Wednesday 9 A.M. to Thursda3, 9 A.M., 15,368 calls were
made to this special number seeking time and temperature. This was an
average of over ten calls per minute for the 24 hour period.

25c

Please call again in a few seconds if you get a bksy signal when
dialing 753-6363.
We appreciate the record number of 128.458 calls received during
the past month of December. This was an average of 4,144 calls per day.

Cake 1410z. 69c
REYNOLDS - 25-ft. roll

29c

Fail

19c

BEEF
STEW
1 1noz

size

Texas Crispy - 1-1b. bag

CARROTS -- 10
dat
it-fauFp)es
nevi

ii

KY,

•

Member PDC
---"The Trend tr4he Peeples"wig

Green Giant
NIBLET

('olonial Baby Lima

pkg. 15'

CORN
1C2:

2FOR 29°

('olonial Yellow ( ut

CORN

13"

10-0"
:Pkg.

Colonial Green

PEAS

BABY
FOOD

— 10 oz. pkg.

s 49c

Big Brother Orange

JUICE

STRAINED

19c 3FOR 25'

Catsup
PEOPLES IBANK
311:TRRAY

Yellow Spanish - 6-lb. bag

CELERY
10'

Heinz

DEL MONTE TOMATO - 14-or.

bag

large

DOLE CRUSHER - 81-oz. can

Pineapple

POTATOES
7W
ONIONS _ _ 3W

5W

SARA LEE CHOCOLATE

•

RED or WHITE

Fresh California

SWANSON CHICKEN

Pies

LEAN BONELESS

MOH FROM NE GARDEN

Austex

MMIGARINF _ _

•

Tin

Hamburger
3lbs $1.00

g

AMERICAN
ACE

1-Lb.

LEAN GROUND

Sliced39c
Bacon

COFFEE

•

$
2
"
t
f4

MORRELL PALACE

F°R 25c

25e

111MM,

0

35°

M&M's Plain

p::Sc

Picnics -

Lb 59°.

CANDIES

za2

PICNIC
[MOM

Pork Cutlet

GRAHAMS

Miracle Whip 49c

Pants
;heels

"419t

Sunshine Honey

SIA

CE

I

ARMOUR

$1.69

49t
490
49t
29t
190

r

lb

Coffee

•

lb.
lb.
_ _ _ _ lb.
_ lb.
_ _ lb.

CANNED - 5-1b. can

WHOLE

mlar

CHICKEN
PARTS

4

Tender, Tasty Grade "A"

ii

LESS

17711

PARKET!

OPEN FRIDAY & SAT.
NIGHT TIL 8:00

'FOOD
MARKET
WE

RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QU
-ANTITIES

•

•

•

•

•

4.
.
44

•••••

•

•

*sr

...

L. PAGE POUR

TEE 11411001111i

TINES - MURRAY. EINTECICY

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen PLaza 3-4947

Social Calendar
_

_._-•
Monday, January 28th
The American Le -n Auxiliary
will meei, at the Legion Hall at
7 pan.. Mrs. Ethel Key and Mrs.
Bryan Tolley will give the program on Leg.slature and National
Security. Hosteasia>s will be Mrs.
Ned WiLaon • rand Mrs. John L.

_
p.m
„
• ••
The Creative Arts Department
of the Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 10 am. Hooteases
will be Mesdames Bill Warren,
Lee- Dew. Henry McKenzie, and
Vera Taylor.
• ••
The Dorcas Sunday School of
the First Baptist Church will
have a dinner meeting at the
Southside Restaurant at 6:45 p.m.
Group IV, Venele Sexton, Captain, will be in charge.
•••
Tuesday. January 29th
The West Fi irk Baotiat Church
Intermediate GAs will meet in
the home of Mrs. Kenneth Palmat 3:30 p.m.
•••
Wednesday, January 30th
The Minacnary Auxiliary of-the
North Plea,int Grove Cumber:and Presns erian Church VW
have at potluck Aiwa:, n at 11
a.m. at the borne a Mrs Merritt
Lawson.

House Rules
Committee In
Big Ruckus

By LYLE C. WILSON
United Press International
•••
HyperWASHEaslTON 4.IPL
bole is an egghead word that preSaturday. January 26th
cisely describes the ruckus on the
The Alpha Department of the
opening day of Congress about the
Murray Woman's Club will have
membership of the House Rules
its luncheon meeting at the club
Committee.
house at noon'. Hoeste*: es will be
Hyperbole means extravagant
Mrs. E. S. Diugu.d, Mrs. Louise
exaggeration of which Prtaadent
Dick, Mx m Hemet* Frye, Mrs.
Kennedy and several Democrats
J. I. Hosick. and Mrs. P. A. 1-rt.
and Republicans in the House
• ••
were emially guilty. President
Monday. January 28th
Kennedy faxed the leve4 of exagThe Murray Toestmiatress Cleb
geration when he told a national
will meet in the directors room
TV audience that his legislative
of the Bank of Murray at 1:16
ftrom-arn would be wrecked if the
rules committee were not expanded from 12 to 15 members. Unless that *were done, he said, we
are through.
Republicans assailed the rule
• committee packing project as corm
CS*
paraLe to FDR's spectacul.tr 19:17
effort to pack the Supreme Court.
Wrather to Help Plan
an excellent example of hypeatiL-Le.
State Educational TV
The really si.
-,nificarrt arvl revealing aspect of the centrorersy lrMr M 0. Wrather has been appeel, of the cootrovL.:. els the
pointed to the advisory commatee
: vote% by which the House on openof the Kentucky Authotsty for Ed- ;
urg day expanded the Committee
acaticnal Telev.sion to help plan
..:rom 12 to 15 members.
the nates eshicational-televiaron
Made Permanent
PTogrurn
The vote was MI5 to 196. a marHe sa.s recommended for the
gin of 39 votes The same expan36-neanber committee by President
Lon was voted temporarily two
Ralph H Woods and appoiraed by
;years ago by a margin of only
the KM:I to serve an one-year
flee votes. This time the eiipanterm. He began iserving las term
, non %Lai* made permanent and by
the first of January.
a comfortable mayoray. That well
I 'The committee will try to ad' :nay foreshadow some Kennedy
' mae on development of prograrns
thump, in this new Congress
= and ut.lizaition of broadcasts from
that were defeats pi 1960-61 by
the television authority.- said Dr.
close margirks The 39-vote mats
Woods
gin also su=ests that the impact
Kentucky everts to contract
of the 190S2 elect:oil on the House
with the Midwest Program on airof Represernauvee was strongly
$1 ALIMONY-Vicki Dougan
borne tea-el:eon iruaruction to supCa.
in Kennedy's favor.
of the Holly-woed set appears
1 ply televised courses for the state
But to believe that the House
In L. A. court to divorce
networka firm year of operation
now has voted control of the rules
James
husband
actor
next x.hool year officials have
cornmettee to :he adnaninration
Sweeney, who, she claimed.
I Mated
leadership is nonsense. The salt
deserted tier after going
thruo_gh her $10 000 savings.
Rachk-ci Vat! -Moose. • aper- wing splinter group. Americans for
She accepted only $1 per .
1 intendant
„ Jefferson Comit:. 'neniocratic Acuton ADA. ticked op
month alimony for Vet and
ISeboolls.
of the com- the situation adequately in a statement made potrhe here last week.
one-half years.
%melee.
ADA said the Presidents hotly publicized campaigit to continue the
j rules committee at 15 members was
and,
no more tn*i a
further. .ADA -had this to "say.
The 15man evatiittte is in effect and in pr.r.cipie just a obstructive to dun_ raie: „decisions in
the Congress as• the old 12-man
cenumttee Even in the temporarily enlarged committee in the 87th
Congress 198182, the adnunistraMen Weld a precarious and uncertain advantace of an 8 to 7 vote.
Rejects Proposals
'
,
The committee in the 87th (74341
great (*ejected two major manna
istration proposals aid to education ark the department of urban
, affairs and stopped action on 22
- administranon - supported bills
which had been voted by House
legis.ative corrrorttees."
The foregoing frorn ADA more
properly evaluates the great rules
committee abam battle than anything pad by Kennedy or by most
of the House members who discussed the matter.
CHRYSLER'S,'EXPORT MODEI-A crne-rourth Mu model at•
The rules committee * a legismoon car is unveiled by Chryster at the Society of Autolative- traffic cop. It determines
motive Engineers Convention In Detroit.
it are Dr.
what bills shall be submitted to
Philip W. Lett left I and Lovell Lawrence Jr., who said the
the House for eimaateration It
w-wheeted, two-passenger vehicle would be powered by
deals with these talls after the
liquid hydrogen and oxygen. Destgn and shape were deiegislatave committee.* have contermined after hundreds of tests under conditions believed
ndered than and reported them
to exist on the mein. Tha.car would be 12 feet long. six
for a House vote
wide, nearly six high. It would travel at •tout 10 mph.
There are parbementery methods by which the rules comemeee
can be bypassed. Neither the Pres
Aern nor th. House Democratic
leadership warned a test OTI that issue - whether the rules CUMmillee artuaay should be disarmed and, in effect. nullified There
is ao majority in the House for
such atrong measures at th- Lat.
.
The trallric ';ccip still :V.:S

j.

'Nam I • aAtAlitIFD
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YE

OF QUALITY
LICED

ALL (A000

ARMOUR'S STAR CANNED MEATS

BACON

SUPER RIGHT QUALITY LAMB SALE!
WHOLE

Treet
49g Leg 0 Lamh
Chili
35 Shoulder Roast
Chili .0.. _- 47 Sausage
Country Hams
Corned Beef
39c Chops 49*
Beef Slew
49'
45
( A&P Potatoes
Biscuits
11.ct..)
Luncheon
12-0z.
Meat.......•••••••• •••••• COM

18%-0a.
Mie

WM deans......

181401.
Can

151M-Os.

Hasa..

Lb. 64
aquae,

CAA

TuRKEyc

11/2-4.a.
Caw

794

L

89c

Pkgs.
of /0

4 to 14-Lb.
Lb. 3Sic

Thick
Sliced

2

18 T.
24 Lb

Lb.

2

(

A&P

1-Lb. 11-01.
Carts

CAKE MIXES
WHITE, YELLOW OR DEVILS FOOD

Our Finest
Quality

earkay
Save I
2e Off Pack I. 9c
Allel-0-13.t American Swiss
Or Pimento

Say•
6c

490

1-Lb.
Cans ir

1-Lb. 090
Cins. 7
12-0a. •39C
Pkg. IN)

LOWEST PRICE IN YEARS

U.S. NO. 1 JUMBO SIZE

FRESH

YELLOW SPANISH

Mushrooms

Onions

59,0

ITS NEW-ITS

,

1-Lb. 100
Can I

Cans

111-ilitrackersr...

flag

294)
3
4
4

I no

1-Lb.14-02. 790

A&P Pineapple
Grapefruit

BETTY CROCKER
"

35g
16 Oz.
Can

Write

11khoie or Slices

Crackers
Mac's Barbecue li- 79'
Zesta Crackers wiz 290 APPLES.

•

SUPER RIGHT
Thin
Sliced

IU.S.D.tA.d

Sauerkraut
2A31
'
z'WC Fruit Drink
36g A&P Apple Sauce
f
3500
Margarine
NabiRtz us:
Esc"
Shced Cheese

Si k"aa"

2 77
Lb.

Box

alp

1111P Grade A

Mats

1-Lb.
Sex

39*

Lb.
Super Right
1-Lb. stion0
Skinless LinksPkg.47
Vnia
10 to 18-Lb.
Lk
Whole or Half. -*
Shidr.
Lola
rk, Rib gwirigii
Lb.
Lb.
Lb.

lb.

39c 6 For 29c

PARK ER

DELMIOUS-JANE

•

OLD

FASHION

TWIN LOAF BREAD

Loaf

29c

•

fg/ 1-Lb. 3-0z. $100
Boxes

SrLt.it" Span ce.,,e,
Crt;:et Cleanser 2
•3 (leun
„
43ft
on es All Purpose
Cleaner

-

Rinse....

1-0z.
Bowe

14-0s.
Gans

12-01
Bottle
1-Ot
1-0x
Bottle

29c
33c
37
(
74c
41g

r IAI.p__b!
_ &C
Taets
Lebruent("Yox0-1401P
DE X0
12

24-0z.

(
Tablets)

4

76

Pk/.

B

•

4

:3RTZNING
n LB.

)
it
CAN

HAWAHAN
PUNCH

JELL-O
PUDDINGS (4-0Z.)
1 4-0Z.)
PIE FILLINGS (3/

DELICIOUS FRUIT DRINK

3
1
Q
T
.
2 21'
$109
1 4-0Z
CANS

PKGS.

•

Pepsodent Tooth Paste

1-La. ala

Stripe
(
Tooth Brush
CHILDREN

SIZE

Sc1

10c I 5-0z. King
Off
Size Tube
Pepsortent
Adult

Ea

Sae

()rat EA

59c
59c

With Free 31c Size Tub.5-Oz.

King
Size
Tube
White Or Flue.;.1,-

33c

•

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY „IANUARY 26

59c

•
, it.ttipet..,
ot)#

Blue
Silverdust
160z.

34,

Box

Lux Soap

Swan
Liquid

BATH SIZE

2 - 29*

p,,,, .„, 63c
13

tt r

Clorox
Bleach
c't 22c 'i''''

39'

icuiLWLy4Ar
AmaFREE A&P COUP0N4Wvaimakw
-

3-01: JAR
01111 OWN

INSTANT *14 TEA---".1.

Is

INSPECTED-TOP QUALITY:11110a

FREE

With This Coupon and-11-.00 Puretirse
(Except Cigarettes and Tobacco)

•
„.
tar.TTING TRIMMTD--Actress Elizabeth Taylor watches
as 'husband Richard Buttab gets his lucks shorn on the
"V.LP," set in Lonclou..They play husband and wife In film.

THURSDAY - JANUARY 24, 1963

f00'S 10P 1)0(1111-i8H SHOPPING, AtS0 CHOOSI.

AaP
VALVES

COKEyeer 7 1 IP
Omstruction is under way on
a $3.9 =Won comport of 'even
new budstingts at Central H
operated,. by the.Jcerittuc_ky Department ,•sf Mental Heelth at
Lakeland, near Louisville.

•• 2

CLIP,
IT'S
FREE!

•

FREE! 3-0z.,Jar Our Own

INSTANT TEA
WITH. THIS COUPON AND $1.00
OR MORE IN PURCHASER

.....paNlin••••••■•11•1•1111*

CLIP
IT'S
FREE!

(Except Cigarettes and Tobacco)

Coupon Good Thru Sat., Jan. 26
Adults Onlv
•
One Per (ustomer
A&P FOOD STORE - A111(RAV. KENTUCK

•

VIMINVNINTECiMITMEMAIMETI212MMM

•
se•

•

•Or

ar-•••••---T-r-•
-•
•

-r--. i***•.t.tv''''"""'"'`'`"T"

S

ii
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AT BELK -SETTLES
Thursday-Friday -Saturday -Monday

•

Men's

HATS
$5.00
SUITS

Regular '9.95 Value
.SPECIAL!

•

SIZE

• •

•I•

SHOES

CASUALS

33.00

Belk-,Setd e Will'Be
OPEN FRIDAY &'SATURDAY NIGHTS 'TIL 8
'For Your Shopping Convenience
FRO

Men's Dress

Boys

SPORT COATS
_
JACKETS
/
1
2
- PRICE

/
1
2 PRICE

Boys

SHOES

$40.00
* ,* *

•

Regular 45.00
SALE

•

One Table Men's

•

SWEATERS

$30•00
*
*
Regular $39.99
LE

FOR THIS SALE

$266“li

1/2 PRICE

19e

BLAZERS

Regulars - Longs- Extra Longs
SPECIAL!

$1 :99
SHOES
• Regular '8.99 -$9.99
SPECIAL!

$5.00
PANTS
Men's Dress

1/3 OFF

Regular $5.99
— SALE —

All Men's Long Sleeve

One Table Men's

SPORT
SHIRTS
•
2
— price

I bP

Regular 659.99
SALE

Men's All Wool

•

"

- and

• •

Regular *7.99 -$8.99
— SALE

—SALE —

Vahies to "...39.99
I—
-SPECIAL!

FOR THIS SALE

Ladies

Regular '5.99 - '6.99

Men's

$15.00
GLOVES

Ladies Dress

HATS
$3.99 to $2.00
$4.99 to $2.50
$5.99 to $3.00 .

Regular $4.99
SALE

$2.50
Regular $3.99
SALE

$2.00
Regular $2.99
SALE

$1.50

Li

turner
SITUCKY

114 South 5th Street
APIMIMMOMONNIMInsimmemommor

MEI

.

• -4---1
:
7
"
7-'-'771;:—
;-4.2-6;tv;;;Taiv.
• -•;".•••••• •

"

•.•

71111,

A:7
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Public *Hearing
•

4.

-etig the &ityez Less

HAVE YOU RECEIVED YOUR

Notice is hereby given by the
Murray Planning Commission for
the City_ of Murray. Kentucky,
will hold a public hearing at
the City Hall in Calloway County. Kentucky, at 7:30 o'clock pm.
on February 5, 1963.

Cemetery, thence West parallel
with Chestnut Street to a point
06(1 feet West of the West rightOf-way on North 12th Street:
thence South 622 feet parallel
with North 12th Street to Chestnut Street; thence East with
The purpose of the meeting is Chestnut Street to the beginning
to conduct public hearing ton point.
zottipg the newly annexed. areas • 3.• Beginning at the Northwest
to the City of Murray, Kentucky. corner of South 13th Street and
Resoh.e. the following describ- Glenckile Road; thence West 350
ed area in the City of Murray, feet to as point on the North
Kent4Icy be roned I-1, Light right-of-Way on Glendale Road:
Industrial District
thence South parallel with -Sou.th
12th Street to a point on the
- Beginning at the Northeast South City
Limits: thence East
corner of North 4th Street and with the City
Limits_ to the East
Chetaxtut Street; thence North MT
-of -wa y on South 12th '
feet to a point on the Dist night- Street;
thence North with the
-of-way on North 4th Street;
S
then- East hicht-cd-way on South 12th
ce East with the City Limits
to Street to the South City Limits:
the Northeast corner of the
City thence East 350 feet to a point Ib '
Limits: thence South sCith
the on the South City Limits; theme
City Limits to Chestnut Street; North paralle
l with South 12th ,
thence West --with-.Chestnut
Street Street to a point on the NoPth
to the beginning point.
right-of-way on Glendale Road,
Resoh•e, the following describ- thence West to the beginning
ed area in the City of Murray, point.
4. Beginning at a pt)trit on the
Kentucky be zoned I-2. Heavy
old City Limits and the West BLUE
Industrial District.
right-of-way on South 4th Street;
Beginning at the City Limits thence West 300 feet to a point
on Industrial Road and the Nor- on the (41 City
thence
th right -of - way on Kentucky South and Southeast parallel with
Highway No at; thence East with South 4th Street to
a point on
the City
the Northeast the South City
thence
corner of the City Linairi; thence East with the Clear Limits to the
South with the City Liming to Southeast corner of the City,
the Southeast corner of the City Limits: thence North and NorthLimits: thence West with the west to the Southeast corner of
City Limits to the old" City Lim-.4 the old City Limits; thence West
its; thence North to the beginning to the beginning point.
, point_
Resclve. that ALI other newly
Resolve. the 5.lowing describ- annexed areas to the City of
ed areas in the City of Murray,. Murray„._15.entilay
zoned.R..2,
Kentucky be ioned B-2, Geteral.l.Meda
The
umzoDe
ning
ule1.)ma
D
ITrI
a
h
rtd• zo-ni-ng
Business District.
PLANTATION
I. Beginning at the Nbrthwest Ordirrapce are considered- as part
corner of North 4th street and of the develo
pment of Murray.
, Chestnut Street: thence Nor t h Kentucky. and this public hearNorth 4th Seseet to the, City Liro_ ing is being conducted as prowith the Wort right_ot.,,way on, vicled in the
Kentucky Statutes.
_It!: thence %lath parallel with SeetacrI )(BS 100 50
5 .
North 40., street .10 cheyenut
Map of the areas to be. zoned
Street; thence East 120 feet to may be examined at the office
- the beginning point. •
•
of the 'City Clerk of Murray
2_ Beginning at the Saithatest Kentucky at the City Hall
cortter of the Murray Cerneterv to the public hearing. All interand the North right-of-way on ested, parties is invited to attend
Chestnut Street; thence Nor t Itthis
GERBER or HEINZ
Public heeringfeet to a point on the West Murray Planning Commis
sion.
property hoe of t h e Murray MY',of MutTay:XentlicitY•
Cemetery .11nerce Wett 150 7 feet DI. Thomas B HoCancarnia,
to the Southwele _corner of the, Cceretet
ee'Dn Cbettrean
Murray Cemetery; thence North 1
R Key
221 7 feet to a point on the West
property line of The Murray Cornrns_ssion
Secretary

AT...

SWEEPSTAKE CARD?

If not, ask the caOier for one when you visit
our store. Your card
may be worth $100.00! There are no blanks
— everybody wins!

Rose Dell in Heavy Syrup

PEARS

gia

69c

25C

29e

WESSON OIL

69*

3 lbs. 79(

Chunk

4.5%

SALMON

4

[i

12

10

E
1929 1939

949 959 190

ROAST BEEF

lb. 39*

Armour

16
1
4

2

1943

1947

s
1951

C•
lb

Pork
Old Fashion Large,

to Lb

49o

BOLOGNA

lb. 29*

Hoop

CHEESE
Sweet Sue
Grade
Whole

25c

lb. 49* •

ea
1
303 Can

6 Si

9
B
A
C
O
N
3
EINEM 79'
.
R
O
A
S
T
'
2 179

MILK ____3(:43e
CHEESE - 2-1b. box

PCitnaJZZKERS

lb. 29*

1955

1954 1% '4
fIrt
THE EiThig of private tndustry payments for pension. welfare
fund. Social Security, unemployment insurance and injury
compensation to a $206 !Aiwa high in 1962 is illustrated in
this chart from the NaUciaal Industrial Conference Board.

Yellow Solid

SOFTEE

OLEO

TISSUE -1

Rell`

35°

TREET

STEW MEAT

lb. 19*

3Ip9k: $1

U.S.D.A. Choice

Cloverleaf Dry - 8-Qt. pkg.

MILK

STEAK _ _ _ _
Strictly Fresh

59*

Campfire - 1 -lb. pkg.

.MARSHMALLOWS

_ _ 29*

25'• COFFEE _

10-oz. jar

PORK LIVER 25c
U.S. No. 1 Red Washed

9c

lb. 79*

U.SD.A. ('hoice Boneless

SIRLOIN ROAST _ _ _ lb. 99*

•

SOUTHERN BELLE SMOKED
Butt Por. 49e :bb:

HAMS

39Ih

POTATOES 399
US.
.
APPLESDelicious

ICE MILK
VANITY
!ti Galon

33°
-1amme,Awmr:

BROWN & SERVE

ROLLS _ _ _

•

Cello

Tl*BE

CARROTS -------lb. bag 10e
Pascal - med. stalks
•
CELERY
be
No
iT
tb.

0

•

10-Lb. Bag__

TOMATOES _ _ 10q

— LIBERTY COUPON

With This (°upon and $5.00
Additional Purchase
(Cigarettes, Tobacco Excluded)
Coupon Explre's Jan. 29, 1963

8„tic
,

FRESH SLICED

lb

•

100
S&H
100
GREEN STAMPS

lb.

RIB STEAK

HAMBURGER 3 B sl

v-

FOLGERS INSTANT

PEACHES".21

•

lb

CRACKERS'1
LARD RE „Fort.oTS AND
DIDN'T STOP THE PLANE—Lt. Comdr. W. E. Nylea, fright
desk officer aboard the aircraft carrier Constellation, looks
at the landing cable whieh mapped and whipped across the
deck to injure 11 crewmen, five seriously. The vole was
one which caugikt planes as they landed, helping thigi to
halt The scene IA at San Diego, Calif.

lb. 69*

CHUCK

49*

U.S.D.A. CHOICE SIRLOIN

CAKE MIX_

•

Brisket

Maury,

BETTY CROCKER - White. Yet
D. Food

•

Boneless

RUMP ROAST,b9W

lb. 15e

Armour - 12-oz. can

•

Sugar Cured
Smoked
Slah

STEW MEAT

"lb

1939

lb. 99*

Neck Bones 15Fb Chicken Breast 59Fb
Pig Feet
151 Legs & Thighs 49
Whiting Fish 1 5?1, Wings
29
Salt Meat
15 Backs &Necks Mcb

3 89e

303
Can

Mayfield
Cream Style

STEAKS

FRYERS

6-0z,
Cans

lb. 690

Fresh Slice a

BONELESS

EST.

193$

PATTIES 8

59e

PIE CHERRIES

14

49°

GROUND BEEF

tall can

•

Minute

ea

Swift's

MISS DIXIE

r..,1,

CUTLETS _ _ lb.

•

6

Butt
Pork Roast
to
lb. avg.

STEAKETTES

29C STEAK

Half
Galion

CRISCO

Donald Duck
Frozen
Orange

:.CORN

TOTAL
PAYMENTS

•

Fresh

FRESH PORK

Family Size

Liquid
Bleach

3

BOSTON

No. 21 can

BABY FOODJ IRs25` CHILI-15-oz. can
with Beans

i's'
AS PR :err 09 7.1.. —^
•49..-.1.1
CC94434A11019

-

We Still Give S&H Green Stamps With Every Purchase.
You Always Save More At Liberty!

99L

I0Bag

4003

PAYMENTS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

\AV

CHEER _ _ _ pkg.

BISCUITS

Hazel Highway
Murray, Kentucky
OPEN EVERY EVENING 'TIL 9:00 P.M.

$2.00 Punch will be given on your
Sweepstake
Card all day Friday, January 25!

EE

•

•

GLAZED DONUTS _ doz. 49*

.SWEET ROLLS _ _ _ _ 6 for 249*
Assorted

Dos.

•

• i*

ARY 24
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TRAIL=

LOOK: GREEN ACtIES
Sales, Union City, Tennessee, new
end used mobile homes, all sizes,
see us before you trade.
*nage

sommanamm
urchase.

ET YOUR CAR AND TRUCK
cease now and avoid the rush.
Please bring your 1962 license
y2.5c
receipt.
SPLNET PIANO BARGAIN. Beliable party with good credit may

_-_ lb. 690

me
990

take over snail babance on easy
j24c 4 Art Exhibits Dioploy
monthly payments. Write; Credit
Work of Prof.
VERY
IN
Manager, P.O. Box 5413, New ELECTRIC RANGE
Albany, India.
130c good condition. Phone 753-4447
Prof. Jokes 'Puska, art division,
j24c
after 4:00 pm.
currently has works in four art
$1 PER DAY RENTAL FOR
exhibitions throughout the United
electric carpet shampooer with
WANTa.
States.
purchase of Blue Lustre. Crass
Prof. Tuska, a potter, has 22
Furniture.
WANTED CA.RRLERS FOR 'A pieces in an
invitational e^khibiSunday Courier Journal route'Ms lion at the University of Iowa, and
HOG FEEIDiERS! HERE'S 'OUR the Murray area. Good oppor- 18 pieces in an invitational show
final opportunity to stock up on tunity to supplement pcerseut W- at Bete Coflege, Bekaa Wis.
Corm Pig and Hog suoplconents come. Write Immediately to Jerry
Foiar pieces by Prof. Tuska are
at special January discounts. Give Kola:ens, 224 Cumberland, Pa- in the 22nd Cerarnics 'Notional
Kentocky,
226c
docah,
Your pegs the supplonersts they
Exhibition in Syracuse, N. Y., old
need now...raise better des
one piece is io a competitive exfaster., and save on feed costs.
triaason of fiber, clays :auX1 tnesad
Thurmond Coal and Feed.
ltc
art at the St. Paul Art Gallery,
Federal State Market blews St. Paul, Minn.
Merrize, Thursday, Jen. 23, 127.;
-*OR RENT
Kentucky Purchase - Area Hog
Market Report including 9 1::•uyinirg
REDROGIM APARTMENT. stations, Receipts Wednesday toShort block from ccalege admin- Latest 89 head. Today barrows
and galfs are *Mang steady 25
istration Bldg. 1606 Farmer Ave.
to 50c higher. No. 1 180 to 220
Phone PL 3-2210.
92IItc lise. $1625. No. 1, 2, and 3 180
to =a lbs. $16.75 to $16.00; 235
2 BEDROOM MODMHN
F.
ment, electric heat, availabrF
lb to 270 lbs. $14.50 IX) $16.50; 160 to
iet
let, adults only. Ronald W. Ch1.4- 126 Lit. $12.76 to $15.60. No. 2
and 3 sows 300 to $OO lbs. $12.00
chill, PL 3-2,41,1 or PL $47.14.
* to $13.75. Boars all weights $8.60
2
'
to S11.05.
4 ROOM Uif.HURNISHED Apart- .1
mem this Feat Dial 753-1672.

HOG MARKET

lb.

SALE

HOUSE TRAILERS - 27 FT. Palace, $005. 98 ft. Stewart, 2 bedrooms, $1,560. 41 ft. Elcar, 2 bedbooms, $1,695. 43 ft. Buddy, 2
bedromits, $1,995. Nine others to
choose from. As little as 19 per
cent d o w a. Matthews Trailer
Sales, Hwy. 45, Mary-field. CH 7328c
9066.

29c

SHORTENING SHORTS Costume designee Bernard
Sarre, sehielts versatility
by shortening Sheens Marinelli shorts while she's in
them backstage at the Piccadilly Theatre in London.

1st 59Fh
Is 49F.,
29Fb
10Fb

;

lb
•

19!
lb. 19e

lb. 79c
lb. 99c
•

$1
lb.

39c

F), bag 1Qt
10c

_ doz. 490
o•
6 for 290
mimamis

1960 DODGE CONVERTIBLE, D500 engine, full power. A-1 condation.. Good rubber, local Car.
Priced to sell Phone 75.3-2740.

/TM THE TAJNIA - Hat
brims are getting smaller,
and Byer-Rolnick of New
York goes all the way with
the 111.17t1a, a felt resembling
a Pakistani cap.

'WO

Ilketwo

Dr. Frank Steely, social science
department, has written an article
or the 1962 edition of the "Encalopedia Britannica."
Dr. Steely's article, "Newport,"
is a summary of the history of the
Kentucky toan. The summary in.
eludes the story of the settling
and naming of the town, its incorporation as a village and a
city, and a picture of Newport today.
"Newport" is one of 3,849 artides which were reViewed for the
r962 edition as part of a revision
policy of the "Encylopedia Britannica."
Particular attention was given
to articles on cities, states, and
regions of the United States in
ithe 1962 edition. Information was
' made available by the 19e0 census
• reports.
I More than 8,000 scholars and
Spettialists have contributed to the
4Eucylopedia Britannica." Fortytwo, of the contributors are Nobel
,Mtize winners.

FAINT04.-Koin

WouldOs hokalt man Roy Alton
Lane, Ma g led away handcuffed in iabarnblee, Ga , after
fainting While trying to hold
up the Peach Tree Bank and
Trust Co He entered, demanded money, and while
eanowyas wars bunting a
sack for the money. he Nat
detlerd oVr. They tied him
up_far'_the police.

TnE BE61
5PELLER IN
OUR CLASS

AMERICA'S NO 1 CRIPPLER

A"'""'""*"""'"`"`

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

VICE-PRESIDENT . s . . Prof.
John Winter, music division, fine
arts department, is • new vicepresident of the Kentucky Music
Teacher's Association. Prolamin.
Winter was elected to this office
at a recent meeting at Morehead
State ,College.
Miss Herron Attends
KLA Directors Meeting

Miss Ann Herron, assistant Mbrarian, attended :a meeting of the
board of directors of the Kentucky
labrary Association Friday' in
Louisville. Miss Herron is exhibits
chairman or KLA.
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WHEN I 6eT WE,* IA GOING
"rtl GET A JOB St'ELLIN6!

15
Ti4SZE'6tMt CS,E;
'EVEN CLOSE TO BEN:9 AS
600D A SPELLER A6 tAM

be Rearaie 41hashomMes

lb. 69c

ED
lb.

PARTS FOR ALL ELACTRIC
shavers at Lindsey's JOW43141111. Ifs

Encyclopedia Britannica
Prints 'Newport' Article
Written by Dr. Steely

Site also plans to attend the an- I
In the three-year period endmid-wittier
classnew
ing last Dec. 31, 3,595
Amerisain Library Associabon Sarooms were added to Kentucky's
turday through Feb. 1 M Chicago, I
public school syatem.
NI.su Herron is on the Word of directors and on the membership !
In 1796, a young stone mason
the
of Exhibits Round Table.
committee
for
foundation
the
lay
helped
governor's residence at Frankfort.
this nreetins Miss HerPreceding
Thirty years later, the same man,
a short conference
attend
will
-on
home
his
made
Metcalfe,
Thomas
there as Kentucky's ninth gov- of the Association of Arnerioac
ernor. The building served as the Lbrary Schools. This meeting will
Executive Residence until t he
be devoted to a discussion of four :
praent one was constructed in
basic library school courses.
1914.
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"Then Ill tell you this RonCHAPTER 24
- KFTRe iris Hemp' a Mfrs ny engineered the whole builairier sister. nao seen to nerd She said she was going
their wraps and they were all after Carlo nook, line and sinkon their was down to the draw- er. He's her kind of person."
"I see. Well. thanks, Fifi."
ing room. Libby Sheldon said
Libby raced the bridal lunch
casually:
"Fit. around', I'll just say eon and shower with mixed attention. As the handsome gifts
hello to her "
Fit' was around in her room, of linens were presented to her.
experimenting with violet eye- her mind was far away, formushadow on net huge dark eyes. lating an important fact.
If Veronica and Carlo were
Libby Knocked and vent In
without waiting FM turned, kidnaped on the way up to the
Gusteroa. out Libby shrewdly Tremblett School, then the locale of the kidnaping had to be
put ner at ease.
"Honey. alth your coloring In Connecticut, this side of Clairthe brown shades are more ef. sen. This certainly should help
factiv•--cinnarnon or russet; the FBL
• • •
blues are for blondes."
rut, a thin little pixie-type, HENRY SHELDON was not
thinking of the FBI at
wasn't halt aa wise as she
themon.
thought herself. She fell for
In the manager's office at his
Libby's camaraderie like a tenpin and they spent a few mo- bank, of which he himself was
ments discussing makeup. Then a director, Henry was watching
the counting and stacking up
Libby asked carelessly:
"'Were you on any of the dates of the packets of hundred dol.
CU, Veronica and Carlo lees?" lax bills as lie might have
blood transfusion.
Fin's eyes widened to sau- .watched
This green flow was a lifecers.
giving restorative, guaranteed
"You know r• she stuttered.
to snatch his darling child from
"Oh, sure."
"But Ronny said she made the yriWa 0t death.
There was a queer block In
ais swear- -"I know that too. You didn't Henry's nahirci. Ms' was a man
answer me Were you on any of deep and powerful emotions
which he writ; incapable of exof the dates with them?"
"Oh, no. There were only the pressing
In a locked drawer of his of.
two lamas, the night they went
floe u.esk - WAY s small SSW
dancing last week apd
of nonnentos dearer to him tban
-Yesterday? You've got your his massive fortune: the baby
times mixtui. Yesterday she pictures of Ronny, a blonde
curl of her haft, a ludicrously
went back to school."
Flit, enjoying- her position of misspelled letter she had writbeing more In the know than ten him from Watch Hill at the
the ail-wise Libby, fell into this age of seven, and a thrzen other
such trifles.
trap too.
They were!Apex _4 him.
'That's epat you think. She
started Po. But Carlo picked her But he- had att actual physical
up at thy station and drove her Inability to show his feelings.
Lip In his car.To Agatha. to Libby-to both of
"How would you know? You whom he was equally devotedand to Ronny, he could show
weren t at the train."
"Hosea called me after they only the face of moderation, of
made the date." Suddenly con- Just and coal nnthority. Hs
scam. and caution overtook would have died Tor any of
her. "Hey! First you net hep them, but it was a fact of which
to the whole thing and then you they were all Ignorant.
He was not a stupid man. Us
pump me dry. This is some kind
knew well that to trust the
ot a trick!"
Libby gave a convincingly word of kidnapers was a sorry
hope. But he had to trust bechummy laugh.
"It be honest, Pill I did calm. the alternative was too
know she'd been doting Carlo, horrible to face. It was as if he
but I clkhn have all the details felt that the very strength of his
about yesterday .1 just wanted passion for Ronny's safety
• could have a psychological effect
to till In, the picture."
"Ronny'll kill me for spilling on the kidnapers' minds.
The bank manager said:
It".
"Two packages ream advis"No she won't. Because I
won't let her know you did. able. Mr Sheldon. The total
This is strictly between you and weight I. close to forty pounds
if we Include 'the tli'tions."
me. honey."
"Excellent. But please attach
"Cross your heatt.7"
some sort of handle ao thee 1
"AbSolutely."

can carry them mews ese!le."
sea.)
1 )
-Welt ot course, I m:!'..n
chauffeur."
•-r's
"Mr. Sheldon." The man,
voice was both shocitcU ono
earnest. "I must insist that you
allow one of our armed rant
guards to take charge of It
until you actually hand it cr7...r
"
to this peculiar
Sheldon managed an eslaugh.
"Nonsense, Bolton. Jay man
Johnson is a host in .1
"But more than a million did'
tars!"
"Which the presence of an
armed guard would advertise."
Sheldon said dryly. 'This way,
nobody would dream that it was
money at all."
"'Won't the Tcxan expect protection?"
"A Texan?" said Sheldon
glibly. '1 doubt It. He has his
$wn plane and I believe he n
flying home as soon as we sign
$nd I turn over the cash to him.
-II you'll be good enough to
*end someone out for my chauffeur-"
-Monty minutes later the safe
in tiemry a bedroom housed one
million, one hundred thousand
dollars, and Illinry
himself
awaited instructions as to how
and where it should be delivered _
to the unspeakable wretches
vitto were holdla his child.
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SLATS

WHEN A MAN PROPOSES TO
ME, I SHALL ASK HIM THIS
QUESTION! WHY ?

CU'LL ACTUALLY
VDU MEAN YASK SOME LOVEflICK SL-CS
MARRY
WHY HE WANTS 'TO
RICH,DESIRABLE,

6OR860uS YOU?

EXACTLY, AND THE MAN WHO
MOST
COMES UP WITH THE
UNEXPECTED AND
ORIGINAL
ANSWER --

FIFI'S HAND
MAY
IN MARRIAGE. HE
BECOME MY FIRST
POIR SON - IN - LAW,

-- GETS NW

-•••••••...--11

NE OF Lb. utespeakable
O
wretches was oçi a mile
Sr two away
moment.
at the
Nick Archer hail driven into
town early that morning to collect the trick suitcases with
their fats* bOttoins and the
- orged passports. Before he left
f
Willow_ ruin, he said to Harry:
spersd the whole day In
town, maybe even run out to
Aqueduct for an hour or so."
"But Nick, it the Feds are
around, they might pick you

"It don't go that fast, This
ageat I saw in Carolas Office
the other day has got on authority at all He only collects cvidance
reports to his superb:vs. They review the e-ddence
and report to their superiors."
"A real run-around. But It's
good, Gives us plenty of time"
"I'm not pressing our luck.
We're getting out as soon as
we collect."
"Ain't you pressing your luck
going to Aqueduct?"
-"Anything but That's insurance,"

•
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11415 CALLS

FO'A SUMMIT
CON FERENCENAMELY BETWEEN
PRESIDENT"
ATNIE!!

,
-AN
'OUR SON
AND HIS WIFE.
TO VISIT
MOSCOW--

TI4WHUT
-FPkOts/1
RILES AA Er!- WE
NIKITA
NEVAH MET
K HRUSHCHEV, NOBODY 0'
HIMSELF!!
N • NVI
TH

AS1j-1 SASSIET•1
LEADER 0' GPATCH,
AH.GarTA BE KEERFUL
Wk-t0 MAI4 CHILL-UN
ASSOSHEEATE

Md. TH'PRES;DENTS
WIFE 15 MORE FAMILIAR
W IF SOSHUL PROBLUMS,
15 MRS. DEWEY IN ?
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Listening through the hotair register again, Varki becomes paralyzed with fear.
Continue the story Monday.
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GO ON A SAVING SPREE!

the mast delicate and danceable
hillet waltzes in the world. All
Do you like good music:.Sort__ the glitter and brilliance of 'Did
times find it difficult to.buY all Vienna is presented as a foil for
the good record vssi would like the meksies of a Russian piaster
to hear' The State Department
Mr. Pablo Caals. who has
of Lit:curies thirdo so, and has entertained ..lacquoline Kennedy .
recextensive
just ccsmiileted att
and her ..guesis at the White
ord bu.). for - the Regional Li. is the noted cellist har
braries A total of 120 albums
th
seoven's Trio in E -flat Major.
of Columbia High -Fidelity Mas- Op. No. I. The other perforrn,ng
terieorlas were recently placed on artists are Eugene .1Sterriin, Pithe Shelves of the Murray-Calle- anist. and Joseph Fuchs, Violinist
wac County Pubic Library fOr' Pr Itev's Romeo and Juliet
the lreenirel Pubi'c's enlornent Ballet. Bizet's Carmen. and StraAlmost any musical tame can e..nsky's Persiphone are wellbe satisfied. as the records range known and kived by the musical
from original sound tracks of world. Performers such as Ftichsuccessful movies. through Broad- ard Tucker. Robert Casadesus.
sta4Y mosioals, ciamical syrnph- Mitchell Miler. and the Budapest
onies to world famous operas, String Quartet at,. well rePree
performed by noted artieta
sented.
A frnit. of the albums which
Time and scam de not permit
we' now have ready for your
listing of 41 the beautifully
the
Thurber
Carnienioyment are A
recorded selections
val — This recording was made perfumed and
have for you at
we
wl4ch
now
by the original cast of the Brad..
albums may
way Musical The performers in- • the library. These
' be checked-out on the same basis
elude Ttim Dwell. Peary
Cam' as the bcolcs and played on yot•
Paul Ford. and John Meteor.
home If you
with.. Tom Ewell narnatire the record player at
of a ptereophAir%Nod of The Last Flower. Gypsy are the owner
system, these records will play
—Miss Ethel Merman is the star
With Purchase of
- even more brilliant, tr
of th4s inos4cal ballad bassd- on wisp
SWIFT PREMIUM
to-Kfe fidelity For the winter
R'-or
Lee PVPIYmcr.ths Mall ahead, . enrich your
n a musical tastes with these albums.
ner—
J,
aansejee,:
,,
-.""Ves The State Department of Libraard only the sketch-.
ries at Frankfort wishes you
lsst lo'nsi
orchestra one •H apcsy
Lasstent
gr,v.rn A nr41 Riii•r‘tv
afternoon. Rs
wrioen.-o congested of most a
Ne w York's theatrical talents,
and they received the musical
fable with tumultous applaufe
Pervoirvg the show
on at least ;
ur occasions. A week later ti" •
+rm. rrioved fo Pirladelphia.
repassing the applause for five
er.14-cuit'
,seeks Gypsy then trovHunt's
sd •
Y--lt and entertained
growes fps its-oths to corne.
Fts - sAwav mueictls.
Oh
Tk-iny Re-itinn
Hunt's Sniced, Pickled
orsd-cedtir Jest' Ferrer. which
_
.4-441 the
ee.". of the Philadelphia seasTui.
and Simply 14
ly. with ChauMiracle Whip
tita McNe,l and Melvin Sitesehrt.
a - musical based on the stnTies
of the celebrated Negro poet.
Langston Hturhes. and filled with ,
haunting ballads and "red-hot
tars". are available. as .is the
oleseral s und-track
'he movie
Paj- ma Game" wi*h.
• v
Dooartire from lighter mu sic.
tee have-int-re clote•ico! ••••••ms
,
it irne of which are7Leorard B.-rneteM with the New Yo-rit
herrnoorc and Beethoven's By—.phony No. 7.
work was -ire
Pt:de of Illinois
of the staples or Mr lierstein's
ALLEN/11C INS 114419.9-43ebevaig the baby is anergic
i,71
.".
,
2 and wh
:"`
, played
171"
to something she wears. Mrs.
'
n -"*".c-39: "re
audience
refused tri let
Mr Bern- . Harry GIbbs of M.iline. re..
Dennie Moore
'he state until he
erar•ea her 30-month -old soot.
o*.acted •-t.th witeurc- that he
Kevin. into the Univers.ty Of
rrs• Said
Illinois
n Otreago
.•
•::A - I-American7
,,11 Ket'A
fur a is., . es3l
P'- arm-n- has created a
. bre.ks out in a vroamt rash
tens,t. r in Moo-cow arti won
wren rita m, titer in near
4 • f r arsits
Ily. Mrs. Jean Blankenship
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Hunt's
19* ACHES
W DO FOOD 49* BISCUITS
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phony No. 4 in E Minor. Op. 98.

are as-a:lank Rudolf Seritr-. is
the inar.tst for Concerto No. 2 in
19-flat Major.
Thu wenderrut Waltzes of
Tehaikovsky

and

Straus

if

an

unusual combination Strauss Is
t h e unchallenged cheinpi -,n of
bathroom waltz music and Tchatkovstry has, fashioried a host
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49e BABY FOOD
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41!.
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Big Brother

Grace Kelly • James Stewart
7:00-10.00 p.m.
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1:30- 4:00 p.m.
Saturday - Stindav
FRE,E!
—
PARENTS
—
25e
Door Admission
35t
With Skates
60t
Skates Furnished
PRIVATE PARTIES
.
Mon. - Tue. -.Wed. - Thurs. — 7-9:10 p.m.
•
Call For Reservations . . .
753-3694 - 753-1663 - 751-3150 •
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19' FLOUR
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